


ALISON A. VOELLMECKE  (513) 497-0935  aavoellmecke@gmail.com

EDUCATION 
College of Mount St. Joseph Cincinnati, OH
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design (May 2013)
Minor in Photography and Art History
Overall GPA: 3.69/4.0 (Cum Laude)
Richmond, The American International University in London, 
UK, Study Abroad Student (Jan.-May 2012)

WORK EXPERIENCE

Sterling Cut Glass, Erlanger, KY

Production Artist: Part Time (August 2013-Present)

- Process retail and web orders for print production

- Prepare files for production and proofing 

- Size monograms to fit glassware

- Redraw logos for deep and lite etch stencils

Avatar Production & Design Services, Cincinnati, OH

Assembler: Part Time As Needed (July 2013-Present)

- Assist in the creation and setup of sets for special events in      

  the Cincinnati area

George Fern Expositions & Event Services, Cincinnati, OH

Graphic Design Intern (May 2011-December 2011)

- Assist in the development of vector images and renderings    

- Prepare files for production and proofing for expositions

- Utilize design, layout, and productions skills to discuss            

  exhibit designs with client

Higher Ground Coffee House, Cincinnati, OH

Barista/Cashier (August 2013-Present)

- Prepare espresso drinks in an efficient manner

- Demonstrate excellent communication skills by     

  responding to customer needs

- Handle cash transactions

Regina Bakery, Cincinnati, OH

Clerk (August 2008-September 2011)

- Work in team-oriented environment with focus on          

  customer satisfaction 

- Train new employees

SCHOLARSHIPS & AWARDS

Academic Achievement Award 

(2009-2013)

College of Mount St. Joseph 

Dean’s Scholarship 

(2009-2013)

College of Mount St. Joseph

Dean’s List (2009-2013)

SOFTWARE PROGRAMS

Adobe Creative Suite CS6:

InDesign, Illustrator, 

Photoshop, Dreamweaver

Microsoft Office: Word, Excel, 

Powerpoint, Outlook

Autodesk: 3ds Max

ACTIVITIES

AIGA, Mount St. Joseph 

Student Chapter

Co-President (2012-2013)

AIGA, Member (2011-Present)

Student Photographic Society, 

College of Mount St. Joseph 

Member (2010-2013)

Un Verano con ARISE Muniz, 

Edinburg, TX 

Volunteer (June 2008)

REFERENCES

Available upon request

ALISON A. VOELLMECKE (513)497-0935 aavoellmecke@gmail.com



Pyramid Hill
sculpture park

1763 Hamilton Cleves Road
State Route 128
Hamilton, Ohio 45013
513-887-9514

www.pyramidhill.org
pyramid@pyramidhill.org

Pyramid Hill
sculpture park

1763 Hamilton Cleves Road
State Route 128
Hamilton, Ohio 45013

A10 envelope  9.5" x 4.125"

BRANDING CAMPAIGN
A brand mark and graphic brand 
system designed for a real 
professional client, The Pyramid 
Hill Sculpture Park + Museum. 
The brand campaign included a 
series of collateral pieces: brand 
mark re-design, an identity 
system (letterhead, envelope, 
business card), informational 
park brochure, park map, and 
sculpture inventory list. 

Pyramid Hill
sculpture park

1763 Hamilton Cleves Road
Hamilton, Ohio 45013

Harry Wilks
Founder

513-868-8336
pyramid@pyramidhill.org

Business Card  3.5" x 2" Letterhead  8.5"x 11" 



Pyramid Hill
sculpture park

About the Park
Pyramid Hill Sculpture Park is an outdoor 
sculpture museum combining the lure of 
nature with the dynamic presence of 
monumental contemporary sculpture. 
Located in Southwestern Ohio on 265 acres 
of woodlands, gardens, meadows, and 
lakes, Pyramid Hill is an ever-changing 
venue for outdoor art.

In 2008, the park opened the Ancient 
Sculpture Museum, which houses a 
collection of Greek, Roman, Etruscan, and 
Egyptian sculptures. These pieces serve as 
a unique juxtaposition to the modern 
sculptures in the outdoors. 

Pyramid Hill opened to the public in 1996 
after Hamilton, Ohio businessman Harry T. 
Wilks donated the land and some initial 
sculptures for the park in 1995. 

The ultimate purpose of the park and its 
activities is to help ensure the continued 
development of artistic endeavors and the 
preservation of natural elements for the 
future generations. 

Park
Hours 
and 
Admissions
The park is open 8:00AM to 
5:00PM, weather permitting.

The park is free to members.
Nonmembers admission:
Adults: $8.00
Children (5-12): $2.00
Children (under 5): Free

Check with the office for
membership information.

T-shirt

Parking PassInside of brochure 15" x 10.5"

Brochure cover 4" x 5" Spread 8" x 5"

Pyramid Hill
sculpture park

(513) 868-8336
(513) 868-3585 fax
Web: www.pyramid.hill.org

Pyramid Hill Sculpture Park is a 
public 501c3 non-profit organization. 

1763 Hamilton-Cleves
Road (State Route 128)
Hamilton, Ohio 45013

Reception and Meeting Halls
 

1. The Pavilion: The Pavilion 
accomodates up to 400 guests, and is 
centrally located in the park. It features 
stone pillars, open-air sides, restrooms, 
and a catering kitchen. Perfect for large 
weddings  and parties, the pavilion 
overlooks both meadow and woods.

2. The Lodge: The Lodge features both 
indoor and outdoor spaces and is 
nestled in the woods. It holds up to 125 
people and is perfect for meetings,family 
gatherings, and smaller weddings. The 
lodge also has an outdoor wedding 
chapel.

3. The Museum: The Ancient Sculpture 
Museum can be rented for select smaller 
affairs. Its unique wooded patio and 
gardened atrium provide a sophisticated 
atmosphere for up to 75 guests for 
cocktails and sit down food.

4. Overlook Patio: Newly constructed in 
2011, the Overlook Patio provides a 
panoramic view of the park. The patio 
provides seating for 40, and is perfect for 
cocktails and smaller parties.

Picnic tables and benches offer 
opportunities to relax and rewind. 
Bring your picnic and enjoy! 
Leashed dogs are welcome in the park. 

How to Get Around the Park

Spread 16" x 10"

BRANDING CAMPAIGN
A brand mark and graphic brand 
system designed for a real 
professional client, The Pyramid 
Hill Sculpture Park + Museum. 
The brand campaign included a 
series of collateral pieces: brand 
mark re-design, an identity 
system (letterhead, envelope, 
business card), informational 
park brochure, park map, and 
sculpture inventory list. 
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953 Eden Park
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
(513)639-2995 
(513)721-ARTS
Hours: Tues.-Sun. 
11a.m.-5p.m.
Free Admission, $4 Parking

Glass 

September 24, 2011
- January 1, 2012

4th Floor Award

Glass Content:
Sand 72%
Soda Ash 14%
Limestone 12%
Color 2%

Fire

Darren
Goodman

Work by:

Tears of Joy and Fantasia

Goodman created a version of 
Tears of Joy in 2010 as part of 
a glass blowing demonstration 
at the Toledo Art Museum’s 
Glass Pavilion. His fi rst 
teardrop forms originated from 
an accident. Goodman was 
creating a vase that became 
too hot and as he held it up by 
the blowpipe it began to drip 
toward the fl oor. He developed 
that ‘mistake’ into the 
elements for the Tears of Joy 
installation. It is a piece that 
the artist says acknowledges 
the value in error, and the 
beauty that can result from it. 

The concept of Fantasia 
stems from Goodman’s 
interest in interdependency 
and human emotions. The 
title references the popular 
Disney fi lm that depicted 
dancing inanimate objects 
with animated characters. 
Goodman was inspired to 
make abstract fi gures in 
2007, he has continued to 
develop and experiment 
with this form. He exhibits 
these fi gurative abstractions 
in groups to create a sense 
of interaction. He maintains 
a sense of individuality and 
movement in each piece 
through gesture, color and 
threaded patterns. 

Tears of Joy, 2010/2011
150+ glass pieces, dimensions variable

Fantasia, 2007/2011
3 pieces, 46x12x12 inches(2) and 44x12x12inches

Upcoming Exhibits

Schmidlapp Gallery
Oct. 29, 2011 - 
Oct. 29, 2013

Iconic, impactful and 
masterful the paintings, 
sculptures and decorative 
arts on exhibit here represent 
the Cincinnati Art Museum’s 
core strengths as an 
institution. Displayed in a 
manner that allows visitors to 
concentrate on each singular 
work of art and become 
immersed in the viewing 
experience, the Schmidlapp 
Gallery encourages you to 
start your journey here. As 
a springboard to the rest of 
Art Museum and its trove 
of great works on display, 
the Gallery underscores our 
broader mission of fi nding 
new and better ways to bring 
people and art together.

Art Deco: Fashion Design
Oct. 08, 2011 - 
Jan. 01, 2012

Art Deco: Fashion and 
Design in the Jazz Age 
features The Betty Colker 
Collection of 1920s gowns. 
Collecting for over 50 years 
from vintage dealers around 
the world, Cincinnati native 
Betty Galpin Colker recently 
donated her collection to the 
Cincinnati Art Museum. Bold 
art deco designs are worked 
in beading, sequins, and 
embroidery on diaphanous 
slip dresses characteristic of 
the Roaring Twenties. 

Picasso Prints (Image  above) Art Deco: Fashion & Design 
in the Jazz Age (Image on the right)

Picasso Prints
Dec. 17, 2011-
March 25, 2012

Picasso’s ingenious magic 
with etching, lithography 
and linocuts is explored 
in six decades of printing. 
This exhibition presents 
the prodigious invention of 
Pablo Picasso in the medium 
of printmaking. The works 
selected from the Art 
Museum’s collection reveal 
his dialogue with old masters 
of European art, his 
Spanish heritage, and the 
highly autobiographical 
content of images of wives 
and lovers.

Exhibit of Goodman’s WorkBiography: Darren Goodman

The exhibit Trial by Fire, New 
Glass Work is featured at 
the Cincinnati Art Museum 
from Sept. 24, 2011 till Jan. 
1, 2012. The exhibit can be 
located on the ground fl oor of 
the Cincinnati Art Museum in 
the gallery 125.

Trial by Fire features three 
recent works by Goodman 
that have been pivotal in 
both his personal and artistic 
development. Embarking on 
increasingly larger pieces, he 
has moved away from a 
traditional tabletop scale to 
fl oor and installation size 
works. This shift affects the 
works’ relationship with the 
physical body. Their complex 
production requires a larger 
team for their creation and the 
works have greater presence.

Darren Goodman is a glass 
artist from Waynesville, Ohio 
who is a successful member 
of the area’s “studio glass” 
movement. This approach 
to art making dates back to 
1961, when the fi rst glass 
blowing and forming shop 
was held in Toledo. For at 
least half a century prior to 
the 1960s, art glass was 
factory-made and the artist 
was not involved in the 
process. In a studio glass 
setting, the artist is in control 
of the creation of the piece 
from conception to comple-
tion. Glass blowers often 
work with a team of as-
sistants to create just one 
piece, which imbues the 
studio glass movement with 
a communal environment.
 Goodman employs this 
hands-on approach and 
shares the tenets of the 
movement. He is concerned 
with the distinct of the 
material both the practice’s 
tradition experimentation. 
Through his work he ex-
plores the textures, scale, 
and the implied of each 
piece. He emphasizes the 
collaborative and 
performance aspects which 
is in keeping with the 
movement’s emphasis.

Goodman, drawn to the 
glowing colors fell in love 
with glass early in life. 
Through the practice of 
glass blowing he 
discovers metaphors 
for life and refi nes his 
perspective on the world 
around us.

A graduate of Bowling 
Green State University, 
Goodman apprenticed 
under glass master Leon 
Applebaum in Corning, 
New York. In 2005 the 
young artist established 
his own glass studio in 
Waynesville, Ohio. Two 
years later Ferrari North 
America commissioned 
him to create trophies for 
the International Challenge 
Races. A teacher as well 
as an artist, Goodman has 
coordinated classes for 
students at elementary 
and high school levels. His 
work has been exhibited 
throughout the Midwest. 

Goodman’s work is 
currently being displayed 
at the Cincinnati Art 
Museum in the exhibit Trial 
by Fire. It includes three 
recent works, Tears of Joy, 
Fantasia, and Vetrobottles.

PROMOTIONAL POSTER + 
INFORMATIONAL BROCHURE
A poster designed to promote a 
new exhibit at the Cincinnati Art 
Museum. The poster employs 
original illustrations reflective of 
Darren Goodman’s glass 
blowing technique. The 
informational brochure uses 
photography, type, color, and 
grid reflective of the simple, 
organic, elegant glass aesthetic.

Poster  10" x 15"
Brochure Cover 6" x 9" 

Brochure Spread
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 GRAPHIC TRANSLATIONS

A graphic translation project that 
explored the simplification 
of a complex 3D object into a 
2D abstract representation 
utilizing both geometric and 
organic forms. The final solution 
communicates the essence and 
function of the object employing 
only black and white shapes, 
and typography.

Type study Gray scale study

Line study



The Union Center Life Insurance Company 
and City of Forest Park proudly present

Friday June 29, 2011 7:30 p.m.
corner of Mill and Waycross

Two special events:
Magician Matthew Brian Taylor
Bacchanal Steel Band Performance

Free admission and parking
Grounds open at 5:30 p.m.
Family picnics welcome
Food and Beverages available
Activities for children
No pets please; alchol-free event

Concert on the

Green  

PROMOTIONAL POSTER
A promotional poster designed 
to promote the annual concert 
series at the Cincinnati Pops 
Orchestra. The project required 
the incorporation of the existing 
CPO brand mark and sponsor 
logos. The illustration style, 
text, and layout combine to 
reflect the concept of sound and 
movement. The color palette 
emphasizes the park 
environment in which the 
concert is held. 

Poster 9" x 12"



1000 x 562 pixels

WEBSITE
An informational website 
designed to warn of the dangers 
of smoking. The graphic palette 
employs bold elements of type, 
color, and image designed to 
attract the attention of the user. 
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BANNER SERIES
A banner series designed 
for an outdoor park environment 
to add color to the built 
environment and abstractly 
reflect the change of seasons. 
The concept of progression 
and change is represented 
through the use of gradation, 
overlapping of shapes, and 
color transitions.

6" X 12" 6" X 12" 

6" X 12" 6" X 12" 



BRANDING CAMPAIGN
A comprehensive brand 
campaign for a new micro 
brewery, Brewery X, in 
Cincinnati, OH. It includes the 
development and application of 
a brand mark and brand system 
elements to a variety of print, 
signage, and spatial building 
design applications. This project 
was an interdisciplinary project 
between the Graphic Design 
and IAD students. BR
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Bottle packagingBottle caps

Bottle label

Brand mark



STAFF ONLY ELEVATORRESTROOMS

IDENTIFICATION REGULATORY DIRECTIONAL

Exterior identification signs and interpretive banners
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Interior identification, regulatory, and directional signage

BRANDING CAMPAIGN
A comprehensive brand 
campaign for a new micro 
brewery, Brewery X, in 
Cincinnati, OH. It includes the 
development and application of 
a brand mark and brand system 
elements to a variety of print, 
signage, and spatial building 
design applications. This project 
was an interdisciplinary project 
between the Graphic Design 
and Interior Architecture & 
Design students.



Laszlo Moholy-Nagy
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy was born in 1895 
in Borsod, a small village in southern 
Austria-Hungary. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy 
first studied law in Budapest in 1913. He 
produced his first drawings during his 
military service and stay at the infirmary 
between 1914 and 1917. In the same 
year, he attended evening classes in 
figure drawing at a free art school in 
Szeged, Hungary. The following year, 
he quit his law studies. He subsequently 
worked as a painter and took evening 
classes in figure drawing at a free art 
school in Budapest. At the same time, 
he was in contact with the avant-garde 
group MA. In 1922, a first individual 
exhibition of Moholy-Nagy’s work took 
place in Walden’s gallery. 
In March of 1923, Walter Gropius 
appointed him as a master to the State 
Bauhaus in Weimar. His areas of 
expertise at the school were typographic 
drafts and experimental film. From 1923 
to 1925, Moholy-Nagy was the director 
of the preliminary course and head of 
the metal workshop in Weimar. From 
1925 to 1928, he headed the 
preliminary course and the metal 
workshop in Dessau. Together with 
Walter Gropius, Moholy-Nagy began 
publishing the series of the Bauhaus.

After five years, he left the Bauhaus in 
1928 and established his own studio for 
typography and exhibition design, photo 
montages and photo collages in Berlin. 
This is where Moholy-Nagy created the 
stage designs for the Kroll operas and 
the Piscator stage in 1929. His books – 
Painting, Photography, Film and From 
Material to Architecture – were pub-
lished in 1925 and 1929. He exhibited 
within the scope of the Abstraction–
Creation artist group in Paris. In London, 
he began working as a graphic designer 
in 1935/36 and received commis-
sions for documentary films. With the 
help of Walter Gropius, he was given 
the directorship of the planned New 
Bauhaus – American School of Design 
in Chicago in 1937. Due to financial 
reasons, the school was already forced 
to close in 1938. In 1939, Moholy-Nagy 
founded the successor institute to the 
School of Design in Chicago, which was 
restructured in 1944 into the Institute 
of Design and now is part of the Illinois 
Institute of Technology (IIT). Up to the 
time of his death in 1946, Moholy-Nagy 
also worked as a freelance artist.

Bauhaus books advertisement, c. 1928

Pioneers of Modern Typography

Week 5

The objective for week 5 was to 
incorporate the work of one of the 
designers that is featured in the 
Pioneers of Modern Typography 
handbook. The following designs 
feature the work of the typography 
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy. (For a brief 
biography on Moholy-Nagy pg 17.)

The design on the left hand side of the 
page uses a structured grid and it 
incorporates the elements used in the 
previous weeks. The above design is 
based on a hidden/playful grid. It also 
plays off of the color orange that is 
featured in Moholy-Nagy’s design. 

The above design uses a chaotic 
design. The design features 
photographs of Moholy-Nagy and 
one of his paintings. For more of 
Moholy-Nagy’s work view the 
following page.

The objective for week 3 was to 
incorporate black shapes, white type 
and capitalized letters. The top left 
design maintained using  a structured 
grid while displaying blocks of black 
space. It also uses a sigular capital “T” 
to emphasize the word typography. The 
bottom left design displays a hidden or 
playful approach. The use of a sigular 
large black shape with a jagged edge 
adds to the playfulness of the image. 
Also the design incorporated capitalized 
letters that overlap and are covered 
by the black shape. The design mixes 
up the black and white type to add yet 
another layer to the design. In the final 
design to the right of the previous two 
the design uses a chaotic yet still 
structured grid system.

Pioneers of Modern Typography

The above design uses a structured 
grid including shapes on a diagonal. 
The object for this design was to use 
either magazine images or coloraid 
paper to create a structured, hidden/
playful and chaotic design.

The above design uses a hidden/
playful grid. It incorporates magazine 
images, and coloraid. It also manages 
to incorporate capitalized letters, and 
the items that were used in the 
previous weeks.

The above design is based on a 
structured and a chaotic grid system. 
Like the previous designs it also utilizes 
coloraid paper.

Week 3 Week 4

TYPOGRAPHIC HANDBOOK
A multi-paged typographic 
handbook designed to highlight 
the impact of modern 
typography and type pioneers 
on graphic design. The graphic 
elements of simple line, shape, 
grid, and type combine to reflect 
a universal modern aesthetic. 
This project also explored a 
series of collages that built 
upon the concepts of structure, 
chaos, and hidden.



Chaos 6" x 6"Hidden 6" x 6"Hidden 6" x 6"

TYPOGRAPHIC HANDBOOK
A multi-paged typographic 
handbook designed to highlight 
the impact of modern 
typography and type pioneers 
on graphic design. The graphic 
elements of simple line, shape, 
grid, and type combine to reflect 
a universal modern aesthetic. 
This project also explored a 
series of collages that built 
upon the concepts of structure, 
chaos, and hidden.

Hidden 6" x 6"Structure 6" x 6"Structure 6" x 6"
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LIGATURES
A series of ligatures exploring 
the combination of the letters 
A+V (Ali Voellmecke). The 
series explores a variety 
of styles to communicate 
characteristics of my 
personality. In addition the 
ligatures explore figure/ground 
relationships, and composition.



WEDDING INVITATIONS
A series of wedding invitations 
designed for a freelance client. 
The series explores the use of 
color, typography, and graphic 
illustrations to communicate a 
destination beach wedding. In 
addition the use of typograpic 
hierarchy and an overall grid 
evoke a clean, modern, and 
elegant design.
.



SENIOR DEGREE PROJECT
A comprehensive brand 
campaign designed for an 
international fashion design 
conference to be held in Milan, 
Italy. The brand identity and 
graphic system was applied to 
a variety of promotional and 
informational communication 
collateral to include: a brand 
mark and design standards, 
conference program, website, 
promotional piece, and an 8’x8’ 
exhibition space.
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Exhibit display layout scale: 1" = 1'-0"Exhibit Installation:  96" x 96"
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SENIOR DEGREE PROJECT
An informational program 
guide designed to inform 
attendees about the day-to-day 
conference sessions, events, 
tours, speakers, history, and
culture of Milan, Italy. The 
program guide expresses 
the unique conference brand 
reflective and serves as a user-
friendly guide in navigating the 
conference experience. The 
guide also contains a map 
providing directions to the 
scheduled tours.

Program Guide Inside 12" x 6"Program Guide: Front Cover 12" x 6"

Brandmark



SENIOR DEGREE PROJECT
An informational program 
guide designed to inform 
attendees about the day-to-day 
conference sessions, events, 
tours, speakers, history, and
culture of Milan, Italy. The 
program guide expresses 
the unique conference brand 
reflective and serves as a user-
friendly guide in navigating the 
conference experience. The 
guide also contains a map 
providing directions to the 
scheduled tours.

          “A piece of clothing should be like a w
ork of art.” -Rosita Missoni

   Milan, Italy is one of the most fashionable 
               cities in the world. Behind the grey, foggy,  
             and neoclassical façade there is a bustling          
           city highly influenced by its rich history in art,    
         theatre, music, literature, and fashion. Milan  
       has evolved into the most modern out of the   
     major Italian cities and is considered as one of the    
   top four fashion centers in the world along with        
 London, France, and New York City.

It was not until after World War II ended, when Italy was
in economic ruin, that there was a rise in fashion. The Italians 
were able to develop a recognizable “Italian Look” 
spearheaded by the likes of famous Italian fashion designers 
such as Pucci, Versace, and Valentino. Before this development, 
Italy already had a rich history highly prized on the production 
of accessories, tailoring, and textile designs.

The textile trade industry formed the foundation for the spread of 
fashion in Italy. The vast and diverse regions in Italy allowed for 
different production of materials and goods from each district. The 
evolution of textiles from an artisanal aspect to industrial production led 
to Italyʼs emergence as a fashion center. New technology, such as, 
mechanical looms and the development of factories revolutionized the 
production of textiles. 

“Let new Italian fashion 
be courageous and be a 
Futurist fashion, a simplified, 
adventuresome,and colorful 
fashion.” - Ernesto Thayaht

     Welcome to Milan Fashion 2013: Couture
                              to the Masses Conference in Milan, Italy. This    
                            weekend, you will take a look at the fascinating   
                          history of Milan and Italian fashion design. Woven   
                        into this conference is the use of technology to create 
                      knitwear. There will be a special focus on the Italian 
      textile industry, art movements such as Futurism, and the  
    kaleidoscopic knitwear designs signatures of the Italian
                brand Missoni created by Ottavio and Rosita Missoni.
 

The Milanese people were “fashion conscious” 
and postwar Milan leapt forward in the fashion 
world because of the reconstruction of the 
Italian textile industry. Inspired by Parisian 
haute couture they created a unique approach 
to fashion. While the Parisians are known for 
their haute couture, Milan is known for their 
innovative ready-to-wear clothing. 

The launch of ready-to-wear maintains lower 
prices with marvelous designs. In comparison to 
Paris, the city of decadence, Milan has been 
called the present and future of the fashion 
industry because the fashions are created for 
“real people to wear to real places”. 

The art movements, Futurism and Moderism,  
influenced the likes of Italian designers, such 
as Armani, Versace, Pucci, and Missoni.  A 
direct result was the wave of bold, graphic, 
and colorful designs on clothing. Missoni 
provides a good example of the use of color, 
graphic lines, and texture in their innovative 
knitwear designs. Before Missoni no one had 
used knitwear to display intricate patterns 
and visual movement. They revitalized fashion 
in Milan and shifted Italian fashion to that of 
ready-to-wear clothing.
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MILAN FASHION

You will hear from various speakers on a wide variety of 
topics, go on guided tours of Milan, visit the Missoni store 
and Milan Fashion District, and have the chance to create 
your own knitwear design or pattern!

COUTURE

 TO THE

MASSES

MARGHERITA MISSONI is known for her rise to prominence as heiress 
to her familyʼs fashion house, which was founded by her grandparents. 
In her own words, she describes becoming the face of a Missoni 
campaign as “a natural evolution.” She now is in charge of the brandʼs
accessories department.

LAUDOMIA PUCCI, the daughter of the famous Italian designer Emilio 
Pucci (1914-1992), also known as the “Prince of Prints”, took over the 
fashion house, in 1992. His kaleidoscopic, abstract, textile designs 
helped to establish the “jet set” a classic style of the 20th century. 
Laudomia is the Image Director and Deputy Chairman of the brand.

GIOVANNI LISTA is an Italian art historian and critic. Lista specializes 
in the artistic cultural scene of the 1920s, particularly in Futurism. In 
1982 he organized the Futurism: Abstraction and Modernity exhibit in 
Paris. It explored the Futurist contributions to an abstract art centered 
on the tangible experience of reality. 

SESSION SPEAKERS

FRANCA SOZZANI is the current editor-in-chief Vogue Italia, and 
has been since 1988. Vogue Italia is regarded as the best and most 
beautiful fashion magazine in the world. What makes Italian fashion 
special? Sozzani has suggested, “it is the only country that successfully 
combines a high degree of creativity and consistently high quality in 
making the clothes.”

DOROTHY COSONAS developed an interest in design at a young 
age. Cosonas is currently the Creative Director of both KnollTextiles 

and clear color with modern elegant patterns and textures. 

COLIN MCDOWELL, a British fashion writer, and journalist, is the 
author of some twenty books on fashion and designers. In 2008 he 
was appointed Member of the British Empire for services to fashion. 
His Directory of 20th Century Fashion is now a standard reference 
work for fashion design students. He became the fashion writer of 
Londonʼs newspaper The Sunday Times, in 1968. 

and Knoll Luxe; her work is highly influenced by her passion for 
international fashion and fine art. She is known for combining clean 

KEY: 
    Four Seasons Hotel Milano
    Via Monte Napoleone
    Piazza del Duomo
A
*
B

 
    

INSET MAP

KNITWEAR 101
Speaker: Margherita Missoni
This hands-on and colorful session goes into detail 
on the basics of knitwear design. What is knitwear? 
A discussion on the history of knitwear and a 
demonstration of the highly innovative knitwear 
technology will be provided.

ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY
Speaker: Giovanni Lista
Without new technological advances in the world of 
textile and knitwear design, Italy would have fallen 
off of the fashion grid. A look into how mechanical 
looms produce textiles and the process of creating 
space-dyed colors from the identikit machine.

THE TEXTILE REVOLUTION
Speaker: Dorothy Cosonas
Leading textile designer Dorothy Cosonas shares with 
us the vast history of Italian textiles and why Italy has 
exported more clothing than any other country. The 
Italianʼs are outstanding at using textiles. Textiles are 
of high quality and low cost, allowing the creation of 
striking color combinations and the wildest prints.

TIME:
10-11am

Rm: 205

TIME: 
11-12pm

Rm: 207

TIME: 
12-1pm

Rm: 205

MISSONI: REVOLUTIONIZING KNITWEAR
Speaker: Margherita Missoni
The new face of the brand, Margherita Missoni, will 
introduce how Missoni revolutionized the concept of 
knitwear. She will provide an insiders look at how the 
company was able to create the simplest of silhouettes 

Missoni was able to create tonal patterns in knitwear, 
which had never been seen before. 

VOGUE ITALIA
Speaker: Franca Sozzini
Vogue Italia is often regarded as the best and most 
beautiful fashion magazine in the industry. Led by 
editor-in-chief, Franca Sozzini, a unique insight into 
how the magazines, advertising, and graphic design 

makes Italian fashion so desirable, and elegant. 

QUADRILATERO DELLA MODA: FIELD TRIP
It is impossible to look at Italian fashion design, 
without recognizing the use of ready-to-wear factory 
made clothing. This session divulges into the concept 
of fashion as an art form for the everyday person. 
The Italians perfected how to create elegant designs 
for the masses. A walking tour of Quadrilatero della 
Moda (quadrilateral of fashion) aka Via Monte 
Napoleon the fashion district in Milan will occur. 
Meet in hotel lobby at 1:45pm.
 

TIME:
9-10am

Rm: 205

TIME: 
11-12pm

Rm: 207

TIME: 
2-5pm

CITY TOUR OF MILAN: FIELD TRIP
A glance into Milanʼs role as an industrial capital in 
the world. This Italian metropolis invented the concept 
of ready-to-wear clothing because of its strong history 
as an industrial powerhouse. Meet in hotel lobby at 
1:45pm to board shuttle buses.

ITALIAN PRINTS
Speaker: Laudomia Pucci
Emilio Pucci, also known as the “Prince of Prints” 
was a major player in the use of brightly colored 
silk textiles. His daughter, Laudomia, shares how 
pattern and color transformed Italian fashion. Brightly 
colored, exuberate patterns are common in Italian 
designs and have become icons of modern style.

THE ITALIAN LOOK
Speaker: Colin McDowell
A discussion of the lively history of fashion design in 
Milan, Italy. One will take a look at the rich historic 
and cultural impact of fashion design and the so 
called “Italian look”. Legendary fashion writer, Colin 
McDowell, will provide commentary on what exactly 
makes Italian fashion stand out and why Italy is one 
of the top four fashion cities in the world.    

FUTURISM: COLOR ITALIA
Speaker: Giovanni Lista
The Futurist manifesto, “color Italy with futurismʼs 
daring nature at last giving Italians combative and 
playful clothing”, provides the essential task of the 
Italian artistic movement. Giovanni Lista, an art 
historian, will touch on how Futurists used fashion as 
a central plan to remake not only art but life, itself. 

Giacomo Balla, on the modernday brand Missoni.

TIME:
9-10am

Rm: 205

TIME: 
10-11am

Rm: 207

TIME: 
1-2pm

Rm: 208

TIME: 
2-5pm

10-11:       KNITWEAR 101

Rm: 205       Speaker: Margherita Missoni

                 Workshop: 4-5pm

11-12:        ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY

Rm: 207       Speaker: Giovanni Lista 

12-1:        THE TEXTILE REVOLUTION

Rm: 205        Speaker: Dorothy Cosonas

2-5:        CITY TOUR OF MILAN: FIELD TRIP

       Meet in hotel lobby at 1:45pm.      
            

9-10:       MISSONI: REVOLUTIONIZING KNITWEAR

Rm: 205        Speaker: Margherita Missoni

11-12:        VOGUE ITALIA

Rm: 207        Speaker: Franca Sozzini

2-5:        QUADRILATERO DELLA MODA: FIELD TRIP

       Meet in hotel lobby at 1:45pm.

9-10:       ITALIAN PRINTS

Rm: 205        Speaker: Laudomia Pucci

10-11:        THE ITALIAN LOOK

Rm: 207        Speaker: Colin McDowell

1-2:        FUTURISM: COLOR ITALIA

Rm: 208        Speaker: Giovanni Lista

DAY 1: 

April 5, 2013

DAY 2: 

April 6, 2013

DAY 3: 

April 7, 2013
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FOUR SEASONS 
HOTEL MILANO
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE APRIL 5-7 2013 DAY 1: APRIL 5, 2013

DAY 3: APRIL 7, 2013
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Take a shuttle tour of the 
exciting Italian metropolis, Milan! 

You will visit famous sites such as the 
Piazza del Duomo, the cityʼs main and 

most central square. It is surrounded by 
several palaces and important buildings like 

The Royal Palace of Milan, Milan Cathedral, and 
the Vitorio Emanuele II Gallery. A quick stop along 

the way at the Santa Maria delle Grazie, to view the 
mural of the Last Supper by Leonardo da Vinci, is well 

worth your while. This tour offers a great look into the vast 
architectural styles seen in Milan.

   See map for detailed directions from the Four Seasons Hotel                        
  Milano to the Piazza del Duomo and from the Piazza del Duomo to         
  Via Monte Napoleon. 
 

The Milan Fashion District is only 
a short walk away from the Four 

Seasons Milano. Via Monte Napoleon, 
exemplifies the Italian fashion design 

discussed throughout the conference. This 
street is regarded as one of the most 

influential ʻstreets in fashionʼ and is a part of 
one of the major fashion capitals in the world. 

Several of the worldʼs top fashion houses have 
their headquarters here. 

Be sure to visit the Italian boutiques of Versace, 
Emilio Pucci, and Missoni. A surprise look at the new 

Missoni collection will be provided by Margherita 
Missoni during the walking tour.

See the provided map and inset map for detailed directions 
from the Four Seasons Hotel Milano to the Fashion District.

  

MAP OF MILANDAY 2: APRIL 6, 2013

 
    

Walking route
Shuttle route

filled with a kaleidoscope of saturated color and now 

influences fashion. It will be divulged as to what 

He will weave in the influences of the famous Futurist,

Program guide inside spread 24" x 12"

Program guide folded out 24" x 12"



SENIOR DEGREE PROJECT
An informational website 
designed as an extension of 
the conference programming to 
include detailed content about 
the conference and to provide 
the opportunity for early 
conference registration.
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MILAN FASHION 2013: COUTURE TO THE MASSES

At this conference you will take a look at the fascinating history of 

Milan and Italian fashion design. Woven into this conference is the 

innovative use of technology to create knitwear. There will be a 

special focus on the Italian textile industry, art movements such as 

Futurism, and the kaleidoscopic knitwear designs signatures of 

the Italian brand Missoni. 

You will hear from various speakers: Franca Sozzani, Margherita 

Missoni,  Laudomia Pucci, Colin McDowell, Giovanni Lista, and 

Dorothy Cosonas on a wide variety of topics. Enjoy guided tours 

of Milan, a visit to the Missoni boutique and the Milan Fashion 

District, and have the chance to create your own knitwear design 

or pattern!
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BRIEF HISTORY OF MILAN FASHION DESIGN

Milan, Italy is one of the most fashionable cities in the world. Behind 
the grey, neoclassical, and foggy façade there is a bustling city highly

fashion. Milan has evolved into the most modern out of the major 
Italian cities and is considered as one of the top four fashion centers 
in the world along with London, France, and New York City.

It was not until after World War II ended, when Italy was in economic 
ruin, that there was a rise in fashion. The Italians were able to develop 
a recognizable “Italian Look” spearheaded by the likes of famous 
Italian fashion designers such as Pucci,  Versace, and Valentino. Before 
this development, Italy already had a rich history highly prized on the 
production of accessories, tailoring, and textile designs.

The textile trade industry formed the foundation for the spread of 
fashion in Italy. The vast and diverse regions in Italy allowed for 
different production of materials and goods from each district. The 
evolution of textiles from an artisanal aspect to industrial production 
led to Italy’s emergence as a fashion center. New technology, such as, 
mechanical looms and the development of factories revolutionized the 
production of textiles.
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influenced by its rich history in art, theatre, music, literature, and 
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MILAN FASHION 2013: SPEAKERS

MARGHERITA MISSONI is known for her rise to prominence as 

heiress to her family’s fashion house, which was founded by her 

grandparents. In her own words, she describes becoming the face of 

a Missoni campaign as “a natural evolution.” She now is in charge of 

the brand’s accessories department.

LAUDOMIA PUCCI, the daughter of the famous Italian designer 

Emilio Pucci (1914-1992), also known as the “Prince of Prints”, took 

over the fashion house, in 1992. His kaleidoscopic, abstract, textile 

designs helped to establish the “jet set” a classic style of the 20th 

century. Laudomia is the Image Director and Deputy Chairman of 

the brand.

GIOVANNI LISTA is an Italian art historian and critic. Lista 

specializes in the artistic cultural scene of the 1920s, particularly 

in Futurism. In 1982 he organized the Futurism: Abstraction and 

Modernity exhibit in Paris. It explored the Futurist contributions to 

an abstract art centered on the tangible experience of reality. 
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KNITWEAR 101
Speaker: Margherita Missoni
This hands-on and colorful session goes into detail on the 
basics of knitwear design. What is knitwear? A discussion on 
the history of knitwear and a demonstration of the highly 
innovative knitwear technology will be provided.

ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY
Speaker: Giovanni Lista
Without new technological advances in the world of 
textile, and knitwear design, Italy would have fallen off of the 
fashion grid. A look into how mechanical looms produce 
textiles and the process of creating space-dyed colors from 
the identikit machine.

THE TEXTILE REVOLUTION
Speaker: Dorothy Cosonas
Leading textile designer Dorothy Cosonas shares with 
us the vast history of Italian textiles and why Italy has 
exported more clothing than any other country. Textiles are 
of high quality and low cost, allowing the creation of striking 
color combinations and the wildest prints

TIME:
10-11am

TIME: 
11-12pm

TIME: 
12-1pm

CITY TOUR OF MILAN: FIELD TRIP
A glance into Milan’s role as an industrial capital in the 
world. This Italian metropolis invented the concept of 
ready-to-wear clothing because of its strong history as an 
industrial powerhouse. Meet in hotel lobby at 1:45pm to 
board shuttle buses.

TIME: 
2-5pm

DAY 1: APRIL 5, 2013
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

FULL NAME: 

First Name                       Last Name

ADDRESS:

Street Address

Address Line 2

City

Country

EMAIL:

CONTACT US:
Address: Four Seasons Hotel Milano
    Via Gesu, 6/8 20121 Milano, Italy
Phone: + 39 02 77088

900 x 700 pixels



THANK YOU


